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Lecorpio
Annuity Management
Key Features
Advanced analytics
••Gain insight into
portfolio costs, growth,
and processing times
by geography, patent
family and business
unit.
Configurable workflow
••Ensure full consensus
is achieved before
final decisions to
abandon are made.
Granular user rights
management
••Grant full access,
read-only or no access
to records and specific
fields based upon
each user.
Easy-to-use financial
reporting
••Reconcile payments
and access full
account history,
balances and monthly
invoices.
Full transparency
••Gain insight into all
fees, activity and
decisions taken.

••Data-driven decisions
access rich data to
inform where and
what to renew.
Control
••Accurately forecast
the impact of renewals
on spending, portfolio
size, and geographical
coverage.

Bringing unprecedented transparency and control to patent
and trademark renewals
For IP-focused companies, managing the patent and trademark renewal process has become
increasingly complex. Important decisions about where and what to renew must be balanced
against the need for innovation and new filing expenses. Without data-driven analysis,
companies are often forced to make important value and cost decisions blindly, without
understanding the full impact of their decisions now, and into the future.
With Lecorpio Annuity Management, companies can leverage powerful reporting and analytics
to make informed pruning decisions so that patent and family value, history, and renewal fees
can be considered before each patent is renewed or let go. And by partnering with IPAN and
other leading payment providers, Lecorpio remains focused on providing industry-leading
reporting, analytics and technology to drive better decisions and streamline processes.
With Lecorpio, manage the entire patent and trademark lifecycle, including payments for
annuities and renewals using a single platform. Benefit from unprecedented efficiency and
transparency and leverage sophisticated reporting and analytics. Make informed decisions
about IP spend and portfolio management and understand their impacts to budgets and
coverage.

Leverage robust reporting
and analytics
With access to easy-to-understand annuity
growth, efficiency, and abandonment reporting,
gain a comprehensive understanding of the
current state of your patent portfolio to enable
data-driven decisions. For example, compare
annual patent spending and savings to confirm
that they align with corporate objectives. Or
gain insight into spending by geography,
product lines or cost center.

Graphical Reporting and Analytics

Streamline and Document Approval Processes
The Lecorpio interface provides robust case management and the ability to correct, approve
or reject annuity payments in batch. All patents under management can be set to auto-pay,
with workflow management to drive complex reviews across the organization. Required
approvers can be configured to provide responses via Outlook, without interruption to daily
workflow processes. All actions taken within the portal and responses provided outside the
portal are logged for future reference, so there is never any question regarding how decisions
were made.
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Gain insight and contain costs
Lecorpio Annuity Management provides
full transparency into all annuity fees
charged including service fees, agent fees,
official fees and any miscellaneous fees, or
exchange rate fees charged. Utilize what-if
analysis to understand the financial impact
of abandoning or divesting patents. Forecast
spending based upon different scenarios
to ensure necessary budget for filing and
prosecution in future years.

Easy-to-use management interface

Ensure data integrity
Unlike others, Lecorpio also audits the entire annuity payment process to ensure data integrity
so that information provided within the Lecorpio portal matches the authoritative record.
Information validated includes application number, jurisdiction, annuity year, due date and
renewal fee.

About Lecorpio
Founded in 2005, Lecorpio is headquartered in Fremont, CA. The company currently counts 5
of the top 20 US patent filers as clients, and 8 of the top 10 IP law firms as users. With a focus
on providing the highest levels of security, service and support, Lecorpio was named Market
Leader by Hyperion Research.
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